The lost art of cover illustration
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Until colour photography became affordable, the only way
a magazine could provide a colour cover was to either hand
colour a black-and-white photograph or employ a graphic
artist to provide suitable colour artwork. Though they usually remained anonymous,
many of these artists were
highly skilled and I’d like
to highlight some of their
work here. The Boatbuilder’s Annual for 1940 (left)
displays many of the characteristics of cover artwork
- action framing, dramatic
perspective and bright colours. Working to the narrow
portrait format and leaving
enough room for the title
was often a difficult task.

It was good to have a warm day for our twilight sail at Queens
Park on September 26th, and to see some quite creative lighting In December 1952 a model
arrangements on the models, many making use of LEDs. Well boat project, the SS United
States liner, actually made it
done to all those who made the effort.
A wind-up fish

to the front of the general
interest magazine “Popular
Mechanics” (right). Another
trick of the cover artist is
used here- part of the scene
(dad’s head) is laid over the
title panel to add depth.
Wearing a tie was mandatory
when painting your model.

This brightly lithographed tinplate toy is from my own
collection and was made by the American firm of J. Chein
in the 1940s or 1950s. I have since replaced the missing tail
fin but it is still not a very good swimmer. This is probably
just as well, otherwise its steel mechanism would have been
destroyed by rust long ago.

Today, the buyer of a magazine called “Young Men”
(left) would probably have
altogether different expectations to those who bought it
in 1956! Here happy hobbyists are realistically depicted
working on their latest modelling projects. Notice the
early hand-held single channel R/C transmitter.

Nemo makes his move
Against the backdrop of the Melbourne skyline, Captain
Nemo (alias Chris) is seen manoeuvring his Nautilus into a
firing position for an attack on HMAS Castlemaine in Williamstown Harbour.
It’s February 1958 now, and
“American Modeler”s cover
(right) captures a US Coast
Guard Picket Boat in action.
Photography is starting to
creep in though - there’s an
inset shot of the completed
model with (shock, horror)
female accompaniment. The
plans are still usable by the
way, and quite an easy build
if anyone’s interested.

